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SUMMARY

Comprehensive physics measurements were carried out in

connection with the start up of the Agesta reactor. For this purpose

special experimental equipment was constructed and installed in the

reactor. Parts of this were indispensable and/or time-saving for the

reactivity control during the core build-up period and during the first

criticality studies.

This report gives mainly a detailed description of the experi-

mental equipment used, but also the relevant physics background and

the experience gained during the performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When planning physics experiments in a power reactor core,

one is limited by the conditions resulting from the specific reactor de-

sign, especially when experimental features have not been built into ic.

The preparation of experimental equipment will then be a matter of

adaptation to existing conditions and is concerned primarily with the

question of accessibility to the core as well as the operability of the

reactor at somewhat unusual or non-ordinary states. We believe it is

of interest to demonstrate the extent to which a power reactor of the

Agesta type F 1, 2, 3] may be utilized to yield important reactor neutron

physics data. Although this is our main objective, we wish first to pro-

vide the experimental background, giving a summary of the types of

measurements and methods employed, at the same time referring to

some significant experimental results.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANT

The Âgesta Nuclear Power Station outside Stockholm, Sweden,

has a natural uranium, heavy water moderated, reflected and cooled

reactor f 1,2,3], Rated at 65 MWth (stage 1), it produces 10 MW of

electricity while the remaining power is delivered for space heating pur-

poses to a Stockholm suburban area. Being a first generation prototype

in the development of Swedish heavy water moderated power reactors,

the reactor has been subjected to extensive technological and physical

studies.

Criticality was initially achieved in July, 1963. A period of

complementary system and component tests and continued fuel loading

followed together with the low power physics experiments. High power

operation was begun in March, 1964. The power was then raised

gradually to 100 % in the course of a few days, most of which time

was devoted to physics measurements and assessment of control pro-

pe rtie s.

The flow diagram, Fig. 1, shows schematically the main

features of the reactor system. The reactor is of the pressure vessel

type and operates at a pressure of 33 bar. Heavy water as coolant is
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Fig. I Flow diagram of Agesta reactor.

circulated at the rate of 1200 kg/s. From a bottom plenum the coolant

is distributed to the 140 fuel coolant channels, flows into the moderator

space and is then discharged at 220 C to the four steam generators.

The exit light water steam from these flows to a 12 MW back pressure

turbine and the associated condenser is used as a heat exchanger for

the district heating system. Excess heat may be disposed of using two

auxiliary steam condensers and a cooling tower. Prior to power opera-

tion the reactor is heated to 215 C by an electric heater in the second-

ary circuit feed water system, thus reversing the steam generators.

The UO? fuel assembly comprises four 19-rod bundles con-

tained in a coolant tube, the structural material being Zircaloy 2. The

37 loading channels, of which about half normally house the hydraulic

control rod drive units, each give access to four fuel assembly posi-

tions (in a square array) adjacent to the channel. The tubular Cd-In-Ag

control rods therefore move on the cell boundaries of the regular lattice
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cells. The loading channels or standpipes thus permit access to the

core without any fuel removal wherever a control rod can be permanent-

ly or temporarily dispensed with. In such positions the sealing plugs of

the standpipes may be easily modified to enable insertion of experiment-

al equipment into the core. For instance, a pressure reentrant tube

can be joined to a plug through which a suitable access hole has been

drilled. This accessibility is a great advantage in connection with the

physics measurements.

3. SCOPE OF EXPERIMENTS

The possibility of making measurements on a full-sized system

with proper operational characteristics made way for a rather compre-

hensive reactor physics programme. The aim was to assess the physics

properties for a varies set of conditions with different core radii, mode-

rator levels, temperatures and power levels in order to check the theo-

retical models for the reactor physics calculations, in addition to the

determination of the required operational characteristics. We shall

briefly point out some of the most interesting results obtained in con-

nection with the startup experiments. Details of the experiments and

their results are given elsewhere f 4 - 7].

3.1 Buckling measurements

Buckling measurements imply the determination of the critical

moderator level (without control rods) and the corresponding thermal

neutron flux distribution as a function of temperature. It may be men-

tioned that because of pressurizing difficulties at low moderator levels,

high temperature buckling measurements on a control rod free core

have not yet been carried out.

Cold buckling results, as expected, agree well with those obtain-

ed from critical assembly zero power experiments. A higher excess

reactivity than expected was found, however. This is due, at least partly,

to the fact that the theory underestimated the effectiveness of the re-

flector. Since high temperature measurements could only be done with

a filled tank and therefore with banks of control rods inserted into the

core, the corresponding buckling value obtained is somewhat inaccurate.
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The result, however, indicated agreement with information from high

temperature exponential experiments, verifying that the temperature

dependence of the buckling is less than calculated [4 ] . At full power,

excess reactivity was in fact about 1.5% higher than inferred from

theory. Such reactivity deviations are, of course, very important in

connection with natural uranium fuelled reactors [5 ] .

3. 2 Reactivity: .coefficients

The reactivity dependence on moderator level and temperature

as well as differential control rod worths was determined I" 61 by means

of period measurements employing the electronic data acquisition unit

RAMSES (to be described below). Special in-core high temperature

neutron counters were used since no external neutron source was in-

cluded and the source flux level (initially originating from spontaneous

fission only) was low before high power operation. Differential level

increments were attained with a high pressure piston pump with a vari-

able piston stroke (in the drainage-return auxiliary circuit). The pump

was calibrated against the special level meter. Temperature changes

were governed by regulating the power output of the secondary circuit

electric heater.

Changes in control rod positions were accurately determined by

merely counting the number of steps the rods move, each step being

10.0 jh 0. 1 mm. This is a result of the hydraulic drive unit characterist-

ics.

The moderator level coefficient measured for the clean (control

rod free) core in conjunction with critical level determinations for vari-

ous control rod configurations was used to calculate the control rod

worths. Because the equipment enabled us to make accurate measure-

ments, the experimental results allowed close comparisons with theo-

retical calculations. In particular, the three-dimensional heterogeneous

code, HETERO, recently developed in Sweden, has been shown to give

too low worths by some 5 to 15 %. The temperature coefficient measured

includes the control rod worth contribution, the effect of which is diffi-

cult to separate from the lattice coefficient in an accurate manner.
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In spite of this, the results indicate the same excess reactivity tempe-

rature dependence as in the buckling measurements.

3.3 Control rod worths

Integral reactivity equivalences of control rods were assessed

in two ways. First, for a limited reactivity range, the reactivities may

be determined from the change in the critical level when rods are in-

serted into the core. This method pre-supposes a knowledge of the level

coefficient as a function of moderator level.

Second, subcritical measurements with the neutron pulse tech-

nique may be used to give shutdown reactivities for various conditions.

The method is favourable for large reactivity values and is time saving.

The comparison with calculations is facilitated by the fact that no geo-

metrical changes are induced by the measurement. In our case a draw-

back is the large size of the system and the necessity of making all

measurements before any notable core irradiation [7],

A practical consequence of the high effectiveness found for the

control rods was that the number of rods required for normal operation

could be reduced significantly in relation to the total number available.

3.4 Form factors

The control rods inserted during power operation distort the

flux distribution, giving generally unfavourable flux form factors. The

precise calculation of these factors is difficult, and sufficient experi-

mental information is lacking. In view of this, wire activation measure-

ments were carried out in a few cases with different control rod con-

figurations and temperature. Subsequent comparisons were made be-

tween the activation distributions and calculations based on hetero-

geneous methods.

Another means of assessing form factors is to record the rela-

tive temperatures of exit coolant from the channels. This has been done

by photographing the two oscilloscope screens on which all the tempera-

tures are displayed simultaneously. Fission product distributions in

fuel removed from the reactor -were also examined.
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For the Agesta reactor a detailed knowledge of the form factors

is not essential for normal operation because of the relatively low

specific power. However, the measurements carried out are of interest

for comparison with the HETERO calculations mentioned above. Satis-

factory agreement has been found [4, 5]. <

3.5 Microscopic studies

Detailed neutron flux studies in a special fuel assembly were

carried out by means of foil activation techniques to determine the fuel

disadvantage factor, spacer gap flux peaking effects and spectral para-

meters [3] , The foils can be positioned either between the UO_ pellets,

and are then of the same diameter, 1.70 cm, as these, or in the coolant

between rods. Uranium metal foils were used to assess the fission rate

distributions. For the spectrum studies, foils with differing neutron

absorption cross-section dependence were activated. The activation

ratios between the various foil materials in the Agesta fuel in conjunc-

tion with measurements on known spectra (measured by time-of-flight

techniques) are hoped to furnish adequate information to yield a multi-

parameter description of flux spectra.

The experiments showed the spacer gap perturbation to be

slightly more pronounced, although of less range, than was anticipated

from calculations. As regards the spectral studies, the foil activation

measurements were of adequate precision to justify advanced compari-

sons with spectrum calculations, e.g. with the THERMOS code. This

work is still under way.
O o Q

The U resonance to thermal activation ratio, a primary

quantity in the evaluation of the resonance escape probability and the

initial conversion ratio, has been measured by counting the Np-239

activity induced in UO~ pellets irradiated in the special fuel rods. The

l/v activation was monitored with Cu foils and the complementary

thermal column irradiation was done in the research reactor Rl f 8],

3.6 Dynamic studies

The assessment of transfer functions to determine kinetic para-

meters and stability characteristics involves the analysis of noise
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power spectra and reactivity oscillations. The Agesta reactor is parti-

cularly suited to test such methods since the reactivity feed-back

mechanisms are relatively simple, comprising mainly fuel and mode-

rator temperature coefficients.

The noise analysis employs both analogue and digital recording

techniques. In the former method the signal is recorded on magnetic

tape. Subsequent analysis makes use of a wave analyser, a voltage -

frequency converter and a sealer. For digital recording RAMSES is

used, giving all relevant data on punched tape ready for computer

analysis.

To induce reactivity perturbations, one of the regulating rods

is oscillated between adjustable limits. In addition to constant-period

trapezoid perturbations, two different types of binary multifrequency

programmes are applied. All quantities such as rod position, power,

temperatures and secondary steam parameters are recorded digitally

with the RAMSES for subsequent machine analysis.

So far the experience gained from the dynamics development

programme suggests that the combined use of multifrequency perturba-

tions, step functions, and power noise analyses provides an effective

method of determining the dynamic operational properties of the reactor.

The preliminary measurements have revealed some discrepancies be-

tween experiment and theory, especially with regard to the fuel power

coefficient and the fuel temperature time constant (which are, of course,

difficult to calculate accurately). In general, still better stability

characteristics as compared with analogy machine studies have been

found. A somewhat lower value of the effective heat transfer coefficient

in the primary heat exchangers than those calculated was also indicated

by the experiments Ï 5].

3. 7 Fuel burnup

The first fuel cycle will make use of a once-through batch and

will be carefully followed up with the aid of four special fuel assemblies.

A number of the fuel rods in these have been compared with a standard

rod in the zero-power R0-reactor by the pile oscillator method prior

to loading into the Âgesta core. The fuel assemblies are then irradiated
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in different radial positions and some six months after removal from

the reactor the rods will once more be compared to the standard un-

irradiated rod. The maximum irradiation will be near 6000 MWd/ton.

This will yield the integral change in the production cross "Section of

the fuel, apart from spectral differences. The neutron dose is measured,

using niobium foils between the pellets. The irradiated fuel will also be

examined by mass and gamma-spectroscopic methods.

During the course of irradiation, neutron flux spectrum changes

in the coolant between fuel rods will be followed up by intermittent foil

activations. Such spectrum studies are believed to give important

information for cross-section calculations in connection with burnup

assessments.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

4.1 In-core detectors

With fresh fuel in a D_O-moderated reactor and relying only on

spontaneous fission and photoneutrons as a start-up source, the station-

ary external neutron fLux detectors have to be supplemented by a more

sensitive in-core system. This is especially true of cores having small

radii and large reflectors -where even an added external source would

not otherwise suffice. The required in-core detectors, which were used

until the photoneutron source was built up prior to the high power

approach, covered the power range up to a few kW whereby more than

adequate overlapping with the external detectors was obtained. The

neutron counters were required to operate at 220 C.

For housing the internal detectors, two identical stainless steel

thimbles with a design pressure of 40 bar at 220 C and a diameter of

44.5 mm were assembled in the core region (10 in fig. 2). Each thimble

contained one boron and one fission counter together with three re-

sistance thermometers, all mounted on a movable holder suspended in

a wire which was fastened at the top shielding cover (16 in fig. 2). The

radial thimble position could be chosen at will with due consideration

to control rod requirements.
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The temperature transducers, which were in close thermal

contact with the inner thimble surface, were connected to a Wheat-

stone bridge by means of a three-lead connection so that lead resist-

ances could be measured separately. The thermometers were cali-

brated to within 0.1 C and have shown good reproducibility.

Detector response with boron chambers was noted with only

a single fuel assembly introduced into the core. This indicated the

natural neutron source to be adequate for approach to critical proce-

dures.

Numbering of components in fig. 2 (see next pagej

(numbers in brackets specify the number of units)

1 Normal fuel assembly (136)

2 Coarse control rod (18) at full insertion

3 Special fuel assembly (4) for burnup studies

4 Slot for insertion of foil holder between fuel rods

5 Special fuel assembly for fine structure measurements

6 Removable group of six fuel rods

7 Zircaloy wire holder (3) for axial flux distribution
measurements

8 Activation wire (Cu or Co)

9 Activation wire attached to normal fuel assembly shroud (15)

10 High pressure thimble for neutron detectors

11 High pressure thimble for neutron pulse generator

12 D2O level gauge

13 External tube (3) for flux measurements at tank surface

14 Preamplifiers for neutron detectors

15 Standpipe for fuel charging and housing of control rod
mechanisms

16 Iron shielding cover

17 Shielding plug

18 Top concrete shielding (used at high power)



Fig. 2 Cross sectional view of the
Agesta power reactor showing
in-core instrumentation for
physics experiments.
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4 . 2 level meter

For the start-up experiments an accurate level meter was

needed for the determination of critical levels within a few milli-

metres. Since the stationary equipment was far too uncertain, a special

equipment was designed. Working with a steady nitrogen gas flow, it

measures the differential pressure between two pipes, their orifices

being above and below the water level respectively (cf. fig. 3). The

submerged orifice, expelling bubbles into the moderator, then ex-

periences a pressure difference equivalent to the displaced water

column. In practice the meter, which is assembled from conventional

SS components, has six tubes entering the reactor tank through the

sealing plug of a control rod free standpipe (12 in fig. 2). This arrange-

ment yields five level ranges of 50 cm each, whereby the quoted dp-cell

accuracy of +_ 0. 5 % corresponds to +_ 0. 25 cm in water level.

dp-transmitter

Recorder

Diff. press regulator

Fig. 3 Principle of moderator level
gauge performance. The range of
levels covered is from 120 to
370 cm (filled tank) at all pressures.

Referring to fig. 3, the N -gas pressure is applied to two near-

identical piping branches, the pressure being 3 to 5 bar above the
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reactor vessel value. In each branch there are regulating valves to

ensure equal gas flows. Further, there are differential-pre s su re regu-

lators that automatically maintain a steady gas flow irrespective of the

pressure and the level changes in the reactor. Under these conditions

the recorded pressure change will depend only on moderator level

changes, provided that moderator streaming effects are small.

\

\
\

\

"A ' % •

Fig. 4 Equipment located on top shielding. The level gauge
transmitter and associated components are shown
mounted on the stand. The level ranges are selected
by means of the magnetic valves operated from the
box on the left. At right the preamplifiers for the
neutron detectors.

A pneumatically operated dp-transmitter (Taylor Instruments Co)
was chosen (see fig. 4) owing to its higher accuracy (+0.5 %) as com-
pared with corresponding electrical systems (at best +_ 1 %). All valves
except those for regulating are electromagnetically controlled. This re-
sults in convenient centralized operation of the equipment. A means of
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calibrating the transmitter is to read the pressures for two adjacent

submerged orifices, when possible. The pressure difference then

corresponds to an accurately known -water column. A short-circuit

connection permits zeroing of the transmitter. Consumption of N_-gas

amounts to some 30 lit. /h at atmospheric pressure and rises in pro-

portion to pressure.

The overall absolute accuracy is estimated to range from

Jh 0.2 to +_ 0.4 cm with rising pressure. Leaving out systematic errors,

the uncertainty will be about 0. 1 cm less.

From our experience we conclude that the level meter, although

somewhat robust in design, is fully suited to yield accurate critical

level determinations. With our system tightness and leakage problems

associated with a movable shaft entering a pressurized system, as for

instance with dipsticks, are wholly avoided.

4.3 Pulsed neutron source

A pulsed neutron source, Kaman type NT 60-7, was used for

the measurement of reactivities at various subcritical states. The

neutron yield was about 10 n/pulse with this specific source.

Two thimbles for the neutron source were used for low and high

temperatures respectively. The reason for this was a maximum source

operating temperature of 70 C and the relative bulkiness of the gene-

rator (O.D. 4" x 20"). With the low temperature/low pressure thimble

the amount of structural material inserted into the core could be kept

at a minimum (tube wall thickness 0. 3 cm). In this thimble the neutron

source could be lowered to 120 cm above the bottom plate by means of

a suspension wire.

The high temperature thimble (11 in fig. 2) to be used up to

220 C was provided with a light water cooler, see fig. 5. The maximum

source insertion depth (250 cm above bottom plate) in the core was a

compromise between source effectiveness and amount of material in-

troduced.

As is shown in fig. 5, the cooler is made of two concentric

tubes axially partitioned into two halves. The cooling water flows down-

wards in one half and upwards in the other. At a cooling water circula-
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tion rate of 3 lit./min., maximum air temperature inside the cooler was

27 C at 220 C moderator temperature. Coolant failure was arranged to

give an alarm in the control room. The coolant container was long

enough to allow a choice of source positions inside it over a distance

of 50 cm by means of a suspension wire.

The neutron pulses were triggered from a control unit (placed

on the top shielding), which in turn was operated from the control room

by trigger pulses from a 256-channel TMC time-analyzer and a control

unit. The accumulated data was printed out as well as punched on tape

for subsequent computer analysis.

4.4 Activation wire holders

The neutron flux measurements employ -wires mounted vertically

on the outside of ordinary fuel assembly sheaths (9 in fig. 2) or in

special holders placed in control rod positions (7 in fig. 2), i .e. in the

moderator, equidistant from four adjacent fuel assemblies.

Fifteen fuel assemblies have thus been fitted with wire supports

at the top and bottom ends and are used with 0. 1 cm diam. Cu wires

(electrolytic quality) for low power measurements. A practical power

limit (âî 10 kW) is set by radiation handling considerations.

The three special holders in "moderator positions" are also

intended for use at.full power using wires of 0. 5 % Co alloyed with Al.

These holders are handled with the charging machine. The activation

wire is attached and released remotely with a special tool when the

wire holder is placed in a control rod drive storage position. In this

way no special radiation protection measures have to be taken.

The wire holder is formed in two parts. The bottom part, ex-

tending through the core, is a Zircaloy tube similar to the fuel assembly

sheaths. The bottom end of this tube is fitted with a guide cone for posi-

tioning in the bottom grid plate (see fig. 2) to avoid swinging movements

induced by moderator streaming. In the cone is a wire support of

bayonet catch type with holes to ensure proper filling or emptying of

water.

When the holder is inserted into the reactor, even a small mis-

alignment would cause the bottom cone to miss the circle of 4.6 cm
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Bottom end of
:or standpipe

, Atmospheric
I pressure

coolant flow tubes
3lit/min exit temp.<30*C

Fig. 5 Arrangement for housing and
cooling of neutron pulse
generator in the core.
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diam. into which it has to be guided. For this reason the top part of

the holder, located in the standpipe, is coupled to the bottom part by

means of a gyro suspension. This suspension also allows a certain rela-

tive axial movement between the two parts to account for differential

expansion with temperature and pressure changes. With this design

the holder tube at all times stands on the bottom grid plate by its own

weight.

The wire, which is stretched along the tube axis, is connected

at the top to a support constituting one half of a bayonet joint and pro-

vided with a spring to take up differential expansion between the wire

and the tube.

The tool for attaching and detaching the wire is very simple,

consisting mainly of an iron tube (02.2 x 0. 175 x 520 cm) containing

an iron rod, the bottom of which is fitted with a bayonet catch. Briefly,

the procedure for wire removal is first to guide the central rod onto

the top wire support and catch hold of it; then insert the tube, at the

same time enclosing the top support and the wire itself until the bottom

support is reached and is released with the tube. The tool, now con-

taining the activation wire, can then be removed. A reverse procedure

is used for loading the holder with a new wire.

On removal, the wires are gamma-counted on an automatic

wire scanner with a scintillation counter to which the electronic timing

and counting register of RAMSES is connected. The output is obtained

in the form of punched tape for subsequent computer analysis.

4. 5 Special fuel assembly for fine structure studies

For the measurements of neutron flux spectra and fine structure

in the fuel and ordinary fuel assembly was modified to include a remov-

able group of six representative fuel rods in one of the four 19-rod

clusters (5 and 6 in fig. 2 and fig. 6). The rods are normally screwed

into each other axially, but in the modified section (second from bottom)

the six experimental rods can be detached laterally through a rectangu-

lar opening in the coolant tube. The curved plate cut out from the tube

is fitted with a top and bottom grid, thus forming a rod holder. When

inserted, the holder is secured with two lock bolts. In spite of the
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relatively large mechanical changes, the assembly has the same normal

functional data and amount of structural material (Zircaloy).

The fuel assembly sheath was also provided with eight slots,

0.25 x 7. 1 cm, two along each of the four sections. By this means, foil

holders in the form of sheets can be inserted between the fuel rods

along two "diameters" in the manner illustrated in fig. 6 c. The holders

are actually composed of two separate Zircaloy sheets (11.0 x 7.0 x

0.06 cm), one of them having five milled tracks for foil positioning.

The fuel assembly would be irradiated typically at 10 n/cm s

(some 10-20 kW of power) for 1.5 hours. Since the active substance in

some of the foils is very thin to avoid resonance self-shielding, it is

desirable to remove the foils from the fuel as soon as possible for

counting before decay becomes appreciable. On the other hand, there

is the necessity to wait for the discharge of the assembly from the

reactor to allow for cooling down after a high temperature irradiation

or, after low temperature irradiation, for the gamma ray dose rate

from the fuel to diminish sufficiently.

For the removal of the experimental pins from the fuel assembly,

this is lowered from the charging machine into the space behind a special

iron shielding (10 cm thick).

Into this shield has been built a manipulator for detaching the

rod holder from the assembly. Such an arrangement is necessary since

the surface dose rate may amount to 30 r/h. The sheet foil holders are

removed with a separate manipulator, as will be described below.

Subsequently the fuel rods, which have been welded tight prior

to an irradiation, must be opened up. For this procedure each rod is

in turn encased in a 20 cm diameter cylindrical iron shield with a 1.9 cm

diameter hole along the axis. The top plug of the fuel rod is sawn off

and an axial hole drilled through the bottom plug, enabling the pellets

and foils to be pushed out.

4.6 Equipment for burnup studies

The four assemblies (item 3 in fig. 2) to be used for burnup

experiments include 46 experimental rods so distributed between them

as to yield a suitable range of burnup values. The niobium foils used
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Fig. 6a Details of special fuel assembly
for fine structure studies:
top section of ordinary assembly.
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6b Details of special fuel assembly for
fine structure studies:
removable set of six fuel rods from
an intermediate section.
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LûckJiûiL

Experimental
fuel pins (6)

Fig. 6c Details of special
fuel assembly for
fine structure
studies :
location of experimental
rods and foil holder.

for monitoring the integral neutron dose are placed between some of

the UO_ pellets, three in each position, the outer two serving as fission

product shields.

Each assembly also has two slots in each of the two top sections.

Here, foil holders similar to those used in the "fine structure assembly"

can be inserted. The number of slots was limited to four in each

assembly to avoid excess coolant leakage to the moderator.

For the insertion and removal of foil holders from the highly

irradiated fuel assemblies, a special manipulator is used (see fig. 7).

The manipulator has been used at a previous service station for ex-

change of assembly orifices, allowing the fuel to be handled by the

charging machine only. Fairly simple equipment can then be used.

Besides providing effective radiation shielding, fuel cooling is

also attended to without any special measures. Referring to fig. 7,
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Mechanism far locking the
6»Lassfimbly _ _ , Tongs foe, -

foil holds) '/ \ •/////

ManjfuiLalflt Jot-insertion
bf Jpil holder m to the ]
fuel cluster __

Fig. 7 Device for positioning foil holders
in irradiated fuel assemblies for
burnup studies.

the manipulator comprises in principle a pair of pliers for gripping

the foil holder and a clutch which fastens the assembly when the coolant

tube slot is aligned with the pliers. The clutch and the pliers are oper- •

ated by shafts penetrating the shielding. Built-in lamps provide light

for viewing the operations through a periscope.

An axial gamma ray scan of the fuel for assessing the burnup

distribution along a fuel assembly can easily be performed in the same

service station by inserting a collimator in place of the manipulator,

and placing a scintillator detector in front of it.

4.7 Reactivity oscillator

Either or both of the two regulating rods are used to induce

reactivity oscillations. The rods have hydraulic drives of piston type

and can be operated sufficiently fast for oscillating purposes. Their

differential reactivity worth is also adequate to yield optimum oscilla-

ting conditions. At the same time the total rod worth is limited to fulfil

all safety demands.
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The oscillations are programmed on a binary basis, i .e. an

arbitrary but definite amplitude is used in a specific measurement

whether of the trapezoid or multifrequency type. A time relay deter-

mines the stroke of the regulating rod from full insertion to the parti-

ally withdrawn position. The programme unit is of tape-reader type

and supplies an arbitrary binary perturbation signal which acts on the

regulating rod through a relay.

Typically, the regulating rod stroke is 5-20 cm corresponding

to a reactivity amplitude of 25 - 90 • 10" . The minimum unit time

interval chosen (2 sec.) is limited by the duration of a stroke; maxi-

mum rod speed is 15 cm/s.

4.8 The data acquisition unit RAMSES

As should be evident from the foregoing the RAMSES unit has

proved extremely valuable for our physics measurements. It is a flex-

ible all-transistorised system for automatic collection and recording of

of digital or analog data [[43 -

Fig. 8 The data acquisition unit
RAMSES.
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Thus the input signals may originate in, e.g. pulse detectors

or in analogue-to-digital converters. The numbers counted are trans-

ferred to an output device, a tape reperforator, a typewriter or

a magnetic tape recorder.

The instrument comprises three main units, a control unit for

reading and printing the information, a programme and a register unit.

The versatility of the equipment shows up in the plug-in board modular

system for these latter units. Both the programme and the register

units contain 32 positions in which standardised circuits on plug-in

boards may be inserted. In the register unit the required number of

sealers are set up together with instruction character boards. In the

programme unit the desired mode of automatic operation is determined

by a timer and the logic circuit board combination, in addition to which

one may incorporate linear pulse amplifiers, pulse height discrimi-

nators, an analogue-to-digital converter and a signal selector for

simultaneous multiple data assessment of analogue signals. The con-

trol unit, finally, transfers the sealer information to some output

device. A clock built into the unit supplies pulses to the timer.

A simple application of the RAMSES is its utilization for period

measurements or for recording reactor power generally. The input

from each of two pulse counters (the in-core detectors, for instance)

is counted alternately in two six-digit sealers at preset time intervals

and the output is recorded on tape. This method avoids the time lag

for readings between successive time intervals.

A rather more complicated application is the data recording

in connection with the dynamics measurements, where the capacity of

the RAMSES is more fully exploited. During the reactivity oscillations,

up to eight analogue signals can be sampled intermittently by means of

a signal selector which records the simultaneous signals in a condenser

memory. The signals are then read off successively and are transfer-

red to a sealer through an analogue-to-digital converter. In addition

to these signals, two digital signals can be recorded as -well as the

ideal perturbation signal.
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